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Through experiences across the curriculum and ‘Plan, Do, Review’ sessions, pupils will: 

 Name/describe the purpose of an object. 

 List its parts and how they are used.  

 Link one object to another through its similarities and differences. They can explain simply why 

two things (or their parts) are the same and why they may be different.  

 Identify different objects with the same purpose.  

 Deconstruct games (of different types) and explain the equipment, rules and aims. 

 Suggest simple changes which could be made and explain how this would improve the object or 

activity. 

 Describe parts of narrative writing, to include: the beginning, middle and end, list characters, name 

settings and the physical parts of a book (Cover, picture, text, title, author, chapter) 

 Compare different versions of the same text (i.e. a fairy-tale)  

 Ask questions about parts and why they are in that form, behave that way or look that way.  

 Independently take apart and/or assemble an object/sequence correctly. 

 When ‘describing’ or ‘explaining’, pupils can: use key vocabulary related to the object or task, 

speak clearly with confidence, use open body language and give eye contact to their audience 

(showing awareness of the listener).  

Vocabulary: 

List, same, different, parts.  
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All skills above reviewed and embedded plus… 

 Link similar and different concepts together.  

 Write lists of parts/features, including: people (characters), places (settings), themes, aims 

(purpose) and facts.  

 Find further similarities and differences across a subject, through simple research in texts and on 

the board (prepared by the teacher).  

 Sort and group objects/concepts by their parts/features, identifying similarities. 

 Explain what could happen if a part/feature were changed or removed.  

 Have opportunities to test changes in a task by adapting or removing features. Pupils will then be 

able to explain why their theories did or did not, work.  

 When listening to ideas and explanations, pupils will demonstrate listening skills by: making eye 

contact with the speaker, facing them, repeat key points when asked, asking relevant questions and 

summarising the main ideas.  

 When presenting ideas and explanations, pupils will demonstrate: prior listening skills (repeating 

back relevant points), use subject related vocabulary and keep to the points they are making 

without a change of subject.  

 

Vocabulary: 

Same, different, list, link, find, sort, question, take part in, test for, 
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All skills above reviewed and embedded plus… 

  Breakdown the detailed parts of an object, text or activity, presenting the features in a range of 

forms. These will include: lists (numbered or bullet points), maps (bubble, double bubble, tree 

diagram, circle diagram, mind map), explanation text and through the physical sorting of objects.  

 Divide and section a text or activity to organise and group parts by their similarities and 

differences.  

 Select features to change, predicting and investigating how this will alter an outcome or the overall 

purpose. Compare these with others’ findings.  

 Make connections across and between subjects (i.e., investigations and data collection in maths, 

science and geography).  

 In the written or oral presentation of the above, pupils will: be confident in their ideas through a 

clear (appropriately loud) speaking voice, formal language including key words and phrases, 

demonstrate they have checked facts and listened to the views of others and all key features/parts 

are represented.  

Vocabulary: 

Breakdown, divide, organise, order, group, investigate, select, compare, connect, similarity, difference, 

discover, purpose. 
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All skills above reviewed and embedded plus (independently)… 

 Analyse – deconstruct and probe (through questioning), ensuring a thorough analysis of all 

features/parts and how they: are constructed, relate to one another, their main aim or purpose and 

their validity.  

 Categorise – classify these parts, distinguishing one from the other through their detail, function 

and importance. 

 Correlate – outline connections and similarities with other objects/texts/ideas, drawing on prior 

knowledge and research using a range of primary and secondary sources of information.  

 Contrast – identify and explain differences between an object/text/idea, which has the same aim 

or purpose. Pupils should be able to infer reasons for the differing choices made by the creators.  

 Summarise – interpret and present the main themes (and detailed parts) of a task, recording 

information in an appropriate way, determined by the task and/or intended audience.  

 Conclude – drawn from the detailed analysis, each of the above steps provide. Relevant points will 

be made, as well as a clear understanding demonstrated, in how this will impact on their own work 

in the (near) future.  

Vocabulary: 

Analyse, analysis, arrange, assume, categorise, classify, contrast, correlate, conclusion, deconstruct, 

detect, dissect, distinguish, examine, function, infer, inspect, identify, interpret, motive, outline, probe, 

question, relate, survey, summarise, theme. 
 

Questions: 

What are the parts of…? 

How is                          related to…? 

Why do you think…? 

What is the theme of…? 

What motive is there for…? 



Can you list the parts of…? 

What inference can you make from…? 

What conclusions can you draw about…? 

How would you classify…? 

How would you categorise…? 

Can you identify…? 

What evidence can you find…? 

What is the relationship between…? 

Can you distinguish between/…? 

What is the function of…? 

What ideas justify…? 
 


